Stuttgart, February 2005

Dear recipient of this document,

on the following pages we have listed scholarship organisations of which we think that they might be interesting for ENWAT PostDocs. We cannot guarantee the completeness and the correctness of the statements. If you are interested in a special organisation please contact the organisation yourself.

ENWAT
Degussa Stiftung

URL: http://www.degussa-stiftung.de

Type of Program:
Research realms: engineering; many more

Grants

Scholarship: amount not specified
Duration: 1-2 years
Research related expenditures: not specified
Travel subsidy: not specified
Travel expenditures: not specified
Insurances: not specified
Other allowances:

Requirements

Nationality: not specified
Gender: not specified
Maximum age: not specified
Politics: not specified
Language: not specified
Degree(s): not specified
Other requirements: performance above-average

Application:
in written form

Deadlines:
not specified

What has to be submitted:
cover letter and presentation of the applicant, detailed description of the project (including time and cost plan), CV, description to which extent the funds comply with the foundation’s objects, reference letters

Contact

Name of Foundation: Degussa Stiftung
Contact Person: Kirsten Petermann
Address Street: Bennigsenplatz 1
Address City: 40474 Düsseldorf
Phone: 0211/65 041 148
Fax: 211/ 65 041 147
Email:

How many scholarships are given: not specified
DFG Forschungsstipendium

URL: http://www.dfg.de/forschungsfoerderung/nachwuchsfoerderung/stipendien/kompaktdarstellung_forschungsstipendium.html

Type of Program:
Research realms: all

Grants
Scholarship: 1.365,-€ - 1.518,-€ per month
Duration: up to 2 years
Research related expenditures: 103,-€/month for material expenses
Travel subsidy: yes
Travel expenditures: not specified
Insurances: health insurance under certain circumstances
Other allowances: Marital allowance: 205,-€/month (if income of spouse is less than 410€/month), Child allowance: 15,-€ - 256,-€/month, additional allowances for studies abroad

Requirements
Nationality: all
Gender: not specified
Maximum age: not specified
Politics: not specified
Language: not specified
Degree(s): doctoral degree
Other requirements: research project should be of high scientific quality

Application: see webpage
Deadlines: at any time
What has to be submitted: see webpage

Contact
Name of Foundation: Deutsche Forschungsgemeinschaft
Contact Person: Dr. Christoph Schneider, Dr. Manfred Nießen, Dr. Klaus Wehrberger
Address Street: Kennedyallee 40
Address City: 53175 Bonn
Phone: 228/885-2251, -2393, -2351
Fax:
Email:

How many scholarships are given:
Feodor Lynen-Forschungsstipendien (Kurzzeitstipendien)

URL: http://www.humboldt-foundation.de/de/programme/stip_deu/lf_k.htm

Type of Program: Research realms: all

Grants
Scholarship: for long-term research projects lasting at least 9 to 18 months within a period up to three years at institutes outside Germany
Duration: for long-term research projects lasting at least 9 to 18 months within a period up to three years at institutes outside Germany

Research related expenditures:
Travel subsidy: Travel expenditures: not specified
Insurances: Other allowances:

Requirements
Nationality: German
Gender: not specified
Maximum age: 38
Politics: not specified
Language: good knowledge of the host country’s language or at least a very good knowledge of English
Degree(s): Doctorate with "excellent" or "very good" ratings
Other requirements: proof of work published in recognised academic journals, research plan agreed with the host

Application: by regular mail or online
Deadlines: 10 February, 10 June, 10 October
What has to be submitted: application form, transcripts, certificates, CV, detailed research plan, publication list, invitation letter from the host (former Humboldt guest researcher), reference letters, passport photos

Contact
Name of Foundation: Alexander von Humboldt Foundation
Contact Person: Marie-Theres Kessel
Address Street: Jean-Paul-Str. 12
Address City: 53173 Bonn
Phone: 0228/833-0
Fax: 0228/833-212
Email: lynen.select@avh.de

How many scholarships are given: 150 per year (Short-Term AND Long-Term Fellowships)
Feodor Lynen-Forschungsstipendien (Langzeitstipendien)

URL: http://www.avh.de/de/programme/stip_deu/flf_l.htm

Type of Program: all

Grants

Scholarship: for long-term research projects at institutes outside Germany; calculated individually (depends on the age, marital status and host country)

Duration: 1-4 years

Research related expenditures: see Other

Travel subsidy: see Other

Travel expenditures : not specified

Insurances : see Other

Other allowances: Marital allowance (calculated individually), Child allowance (calculated individually), Various individual grants and allowances may be given on application

Requirements

Nationality: German

Gender: not specified

Maximum age: 38

Politics: not specified

Language: good knowledge of the host country's language or at least a very good knowledge of English

Degree(s): Doctorate with "excellent" or "very good" ratings

Other requirements: proof of work published in recognised academic journals, research plan agreed with the host

Application: by regular mail or online

Deadlines: 10 February, 10 June, 10 October

What has to be submitted: application form, transcripts, certificates, CV, detailed research plan, publication list, invitation letter from the host (former Humboldt guest researcher), reference letters, passport photos

Contact

Name of Foundation: Alexander von Humboldt Foundation

Contact Person : Marie-Theres Kessel

Address Street: Jean-Paul-Str. 12

Address City: 53173 Bonn

Phone: 0228/833-0

Fax : 0228/833-212

Email: lynyen.select@avh.de

How many scholarships are given: 150 per year (Short-Term AND Long-Term Fellowships)
Friedrich Flick-Förderungsstiftung

**URL:**
http://www.flick-foerderungsstiftung.de

**Type of Program:**

**Research realms:** sewage technology, environmental engineering, ecology

**Grants**

- **Scholarship:** not specified
- **Duration:** stipends initially for 1 year
- **Research related expenditures:** no
- **Travel subsidy:** not specified
- **Travel expenditures:** not specified
- **Insurances:**
- **Other allowances:**

**Requirements**

- **Nationality:** all for applications at German universities, German for applications at foreign universities
- **Gender:** not specified
- **Maximum age:** not specified
- **Politics:** not specified
- **Language:** not specified
- **Degree(s):** not specified
- **Other requirements:** For travel expenses (such as participation in congresses etc.): close reference to the scientific work, active participation (presentations etc.), verifiable financing problems.

**Application:**

- **Deadlines:** not specified
- **What has to be submitted:** initially only written inquiry with specification of the field of work

**Contact**

- **Name of Foundation:** Friedrich Flick Förderungsstiftung
- **Contact Person:**
- **Address Street:** Inselstr. 18
- **Address City:** 40479 Düsseldorf
- **Phone:** 0211/4382250
- **Fax:**
- **Email:**

**How many scholarships are given:** 500.000 Euro per year
Humboldt Research Fellowships for Post-docs resident outside Germany

URL: http://www.avh.de/en/programme/stip_aus/stp.htm

Type of Program:

Research realms: all

Grants

Scholarship: 2,100,-€ - 3,000€ per month for research work in Germany
Duration: 6-24 months
Research related expenditures: yes, according to country
Travel subsidy: not specified
Travel expenditures: 50,-€ per month and person (also for spouse and children)
Insurances: 50,-€ per month and person (also for spouse and children)
Other allowances: Family allowance: 250,-€/month for spouse, 50,-€ for child - if they stay for at least 3 months; additional scholarship for a 2-4 month German language course before research work; yes, up to six months at a research institution elsewhere in Europe

Requirements

Nationality: all foreign applicants
Gender: not specified
Maximum age: 40
Politics: not specified
Language: adequate language skills (German or English language certificates required)
Degree(s): conferral of a doctorate or equivalent degree (Ph.D. or equivalent)
Other requirements: proof of independent research work

Application: directly to the Office of the AvH or through diplomatic or consular missions of the Federal Republic of Germany or foreign liaison offices of the German Academic Exchange Service (DAAD); download applications form see webpage

Deadlines: at any time
What has to be submitted: application form, CV, research plan, publication list, dissertation, reference letters, doctoral certificate, language certificate, passport photos, prepaid self-addressed envelope (acknowledgement of receipt see download)

Contact

Name of Foundation: Alexander von Humboldt Foundation
Contact Person: Anna Gundlind Keiber
Address Street: Jean-Paul-Str. 12
Address City: 53173 Bonn (Bad Godesberg)
Phone: 0228/833-0
Fax: 0228/833-212
Email: humboldt-fellow.select@avh.de
How many scholarships are given: 500 per year
Marie Curie Intra-European Fellowships


Type of Program: Research realms: all areas of scientific and technological research

Grants
Scholarship: providing advanced training tailored to researchers’ individual needs
Duration: 1-2 years
Research related expenditures: support for research and training
Travel subsidy: not specified
Travel expenditures: not specified
Insurances: not specified
Other allowances:

Requirements
Nationality: researchers from EU or Associated States
Gender: not specified
Maximum age: 35
Politics: not specified
Language: not specified
Degree(s): not specified
Other requirements: willing to spend a mobility period working in a host institution located in another EU or Associated State

Application:
Deadlines: 16 February 2005
What has to be submitted: Ph.D. submit the proposal together with a host organisation from a Member State or Associated State

Contact
Name of Foundation: Koordinierungsstelle EG der Wissenschaftsorganisationen (KOWI)
Contact Person: Uwe David; Sebastian Stetter
Address Street: Godesberger Allee 127
Address City: 53175 Bonn
Phone: 0228/95997-0
Fax: 0228/95997-99
Email: du@kowi.de; sst@kowi.de

How many scholarships are given: The call for Proposal has got a budget of 20 Mio€
Marie Curie Intra-European Fellowships


Type of Program:
Research realms: all areas of scientific and technological research

Grants
Scholarship: yes
Duration: 12-24 months
Research related expenditures: 
Travel subsidy: Travel expenditures: not specified
Insurances: not specified
Other allowances: 

Requirements
Nationality: not specified
Gender: not specified
Maximum age: not specified
Politics: not specified
Language: not specified
Degree(s): not specified

Other requirements: Researchers with more than 4 years of research experience or a Ph.D. submit the proposal together with a host organisation from a Member State or Associated State

Application:
Deadlines: 16 February 2005
What has to be submitted: 

Contact
Name of Foundation: Koordinierungsstelle EG der Wissenschaftsorganisationen (KOWI)
Contact Person: Uwe David; Sebastian Stetter
Address Street: Godesberger Allee 127
Address City: 53175 Bonn
Phone: 0228/95997-0
Fax: 0228/95997-99
Email: du@kowi.de; sst@kowi.de

How many scholarships are given: 